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Section 1 – Development Control
Note: - Questions 1 to 5 were about the person who completed the questionnaire.

Question 6
Potto Parish has been assessed by Hambleton District Council as an ‘Other
Settlement’, within the new Local Development Framework.
This assessment means that all future development will be strictly controlled.
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Comments for Question 6
Rural villages will die unless there is sensible development including low cost housing. Broadband makes
most of the aging planners thinking outmoded
What criteria? Unable to comment
Every development ought to be assessed on its individual merits - not blanket prevention
There is sometimes room for infill.
Hambleton DC may decide otherwise. Q7 indicated they already have
Controlled by whom??
Please no new development until the drains are sorted
Parking is already becoming a problem, roads and lanes are simply not wide enough to allow further
development. SEWAGE/DRAINS cannot cope with existing population!
I don't know - does it?
Given the shortage of rural housing and the fact that Potto having grown greatly in the 70s now has no
particular architectural merit a SMALL amount of development might be desirable
Need to prevent any significant development + new buildings
If this has been approved what can I do about it?
Its a fact - so why ask the question?
Facilities not in place village roads not large enough for extra traffic
Services (drains/sewers) inadequate for extra houses
No Large Field Development
It is not clear what is being asked - that HDC has classed Potto as 'other settlement'? That I agree with that?
That it means future development will be strictly controlled? Or that I agree that development should be strictly
controlled? If it is the last, I disagree.
But hopefully not forced upon us
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The prospect of huge alterations to a house behind us is VERY concerning as 20 trees are also to be removed
We have concerns about extension and removal of up to 20 trees in a property directly behind us
? If this is a fact how can I strongly agree?
It will be good
Is 'other settlement' just village or whole parish?
With some flexibility in relation to the 'village boundary'
Limited but sympathetic development
Should be consistent with the present size + character of this delightful village
Surely Potto development or non development is the province of Potto
Unless planning is controlled Potto will lose its identity

Question 7
The Hambleton District Council Website shows that 8 areas of land within our parish
have been put forward for potential development. The concept could potentially lead
to many new houses being built within Potto parish.
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Comments for Question 7
This is a rural community that should be protected from large scale cheap housing
If it helps children of families in the village able to afford to buy here then it can only be a good thing
What is the long term (+10yr) strategy?
If those 8 areas are suitable for development i.e. P.D.L. they should be supported
Waste of Land
Community more recognised
Sewerage pumping station would need assessment
If future development is to be strictly controlled why are there 8 areas of potential development put forward by
Hambleton DC
Any new builds are not appropriate for Potto
No new houses!
Drains are not adequate
I believe that the construction of "many new houses" would have a detrimental effect on Potto as a rural parish
Wording ambiguous - I strongly disagree with any new housing being built
Lower end of village liable to FLOODING. Can't even pass a car let alone a bus or lorry down Butcher Lane or
parts of Hutton Rudby Road
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Each on its merits!
Disagree to many
Reasonable control development fine
I thought they'd all been refused
How many?
Roads not designed for more traffic. Dangerous for children
8 areas however is accessible
Development should be controlled 8 areas excessive
Why are the areas not with this form?
If lands available for development then it may well be used
Services and roads not up to extra housing
See above
I realise SOME new houses may be built in the village - but I don't think there are facilities for a large
development
A few more houses possibly but within current limits
Not clear. The question, if it makes sense at all, is also slanted. 8 areas of land put forward for development
does not necessarily mean 'many new houses' it could mean a few. The question should surely simply be 'Do
you want lots of new houses built in Potto’ and don’t hide behind HDC or the LDF.
Ridiculous statement
There is no need for lots of new houses in Potto - no local jobs therefore increases pollution (Co2) as folks
travel elsewhere to work
Future development could bring potential + need for small shop and post office
Concern about building on the flood plain
I don't want more houses I like it how it is
Increase in local traffic is inevitable.
Ambiguous question. I agree it could lead to new houses. I do not want more development
I would be less worried about individual houses
I would not like many new houses to be built but individuals should be considered
The boundaries for development should not be extended as this could totally change the character of the
village
The character of the village will be changed dramatically if the present development boundary is extended
Think infill should be allowed
If services improved to cope
Small hamlets should be preserved for those who like to live in them - without amenities. They add to the
variety of places
Potto is a small parish - should be left as it is in terms of housing
We moved to Potto for the tranquil village it is
This makes a nonsense of 6(above)
Needs careful monitoring
Because we do not have the facilities in Potto and parking in some areas already causing problems
Development will be 'strictly controlled'
With new home comes drainage/access roads - losing a quiet rural place to live
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Question 8
Hambleton District Council provide Parish Councils with policies and guidelines for
use when making recommendations on planning applications. Potto Parish Council
follows these policies and guidelines.
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Comments for Question 8
Whose policies/practices?
The recent application for Mr Stapleton, 60 Cooper Close 07/01434/FUL proves that Potto P.C. does NOT
understand the policies and guidelines. PPC raised 9 objections - HDC APPROVED the application.
Hambleton DC does not always adhere to their own recommendations though as questions 6 and 7 show
Whilst each application needs to be considered for its own merits, a consistent approach to development is
required to be fair
Have no evidence to support either statement
I hope so! - Unless of course the guidelines are inappropriate
Do not know whose guidelines followed. However compliance should not be automatic
You may so but I do not know
You may think so but who am I to judge
Potto PC should represent Potto not HDC
Are you asking if PPC follows HDC policies? - How would I know?
Potto Parish Council seems to follow its own anti change policy
Is there any option?
I don't know if they do or not
They should have their say
Option!!
Do I agree the council follows the guidelines or do I agree with the guidelines?
A consistent approach is required!
It has to depend on specific situations
Potto council, acting for residents, should make policies
Potto should represent residents majority views on all matters
I have yet to see rhyme or reason in guidance given by Hambleton District Council/Dave Daniel Howes
brothers
Tries to I'm sure but could clearly be influenced by personalities
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Guidelines should be followed but individual cases need to be examined according to their relevance for local
people and issued
Not sure what I am being asked to agree/disagree with!! Clearly Potto P.C must follow the District Council
policies and guide lines

Question 9
Fair, consistent and reasoned appraisal of planning applications is the single most
important duty of our Parish Council, as suggested in the 2006 questionnaire.
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Comments for Question 9
It is one of many duties
Was reason PC was originally formed - should this be principle "raison d'etre" - or to achieve value for many
more "rates" paid
Unfortunately certain councillors ask the first question, "Who is it for?", the next question, "How can we
prevent it?" Planning law has an established principle that the "Presumption should favour the development".
PPC appears to have a presumption that, “Development should be prevented” wherever possible
Services to residents in my opinion are more important
However it is not always carried out by the district council
It is needed to maintain the status quo in the parish, but must also consider other factors contributing to our
environment - crime prevention + road safety etc
Councillors should take time to make decisions
More transparency and details of reasoned appraisal needed. Also from Hambleton Planning Authority
How much influence does the PC actually have on planning?
But very frustrating when local council turn a blind eye!!
An important duty amongst others and should NOT be seen as a primary duty. PCs have only an advisory role
in planning matters
What about safety, flooding, hedging, Village Hall, drains, rubbish collections etc
Not most important - more important to represent villagers with agencies/utility companies and councils
It is not the 'SINGLE most important duty'
But this does not seem to happen
Don't mind
Increased population density
through other issues of local amenities etc are very important
I would think all duties were equally important
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Agree that reasoned, consistent, sympathetic appraisal should be applied to all planning applications!! DO
NOT regard it as the SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT duty of PC!
No new build houses but sympathetic consideration of existing home improvements
No new builds but sympathetic consideration of existing residents applications for extensions etc
Consistency is essential for fairness to be evident, criteria therefore needs to be excellent

Question 10
Potto is a rural parish with few of the ‘urban’ amenities such as shops, schools and
similar communal facilities. This is an important reason why I choose to continue
living within Potto Parish.
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Comments for Question 10
I would actually like a village shop
The view is the reason I chose to live here
This forms no part of the reason why I continue to live in Potto
Wasn't my choice
I am happy to live with the inconvenience of the lack of urban amenities to enjoy the peace, quietness and
safety of life in this rural community.
This is THE most important reason why I choose to continue living here
I enjoy living here. The amenities in the village do not detract. Essential amenities are found within nearby
village
What a stupid question!
It would be useful to have a shop/post office
There would be no reason for myself to disagree to a shop and a post office within walking distance
We need a shop (small) + post office
I don't mind where I live
It is the 'main' reason why I chose Potto to live
We deliberately chose Potto for these reasons
Choice is available
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Question 11
I am happy to use the nearby amenities offered in Swainby or Hutton Rudby etc,
rather than building them within Potto Parish.
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Comments for Question 11
If amenities were available in Potto it would reduce vehicle travel and improve the environment, as well as
promote community spirit and contact which is sadly lacking
What if you can't drive???
Unless Potto grew into a much larger community (which I would very much regret) it would not be a viable
option to provide them here.
All we need is a decent pavement/footpath to get to Prestons corner and then onto Hutton Rudby shops
Better to have Swainby/Hutton Rudby amenities in full use rather than Potto having amenities only half used.
Cost on upkeep etc.
How can a settlement such as Potto support such development?
Community too small to support more amenities
I would happily support amenities within Potto
Whilst physically able
Potto parish is good how it is
I would have no objections to a shop or school being built in Potto
No suitable position in Potto and would be difficult to sustain
Satisfactory services at present
Important to support these shopping facilities
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Question 12
I don’t want any major changes within Potto Parish – keep things as they are.
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Comments for Question 12
No we need some planned affordable housing
I think some changes would be positive
I would look at any changes on their individual quantities, if and when they arise
See comment Q7
This is a backward way of thinking. Without development we would not have the existing community. Potto’s
very close proximity to Hutton Rudby’s services and amenities provides the basis of a sustainable community
which HDC is aware from the David Cumberland housing survey is in dire need of more homes.
Not interesting. No activities or community spirit
Small changes are ok - but retain the existing character
I worry that children of villagers will not be able to live here as adults
The erection of many more houses resulting in an increase of traffic etc
I moved here because I assumed there would be no room for further development within the village according to existing guidelines
People knew there weren't any amenities when they chose to come and live here (that’s why they did so!)
Unusual to have such a natural small village parish
All communities need to accept change - utilities(gas) + telecoms(broadband)
The main issue is that Butcher Lane is very narrow and if traffic was to increase it would be dangerous for
walker/cyclist
On the other hand life and requirements do change and one must accept this. MAJOR changes are not
needed at present
Some change acceptable but not major
Unless it is in the form of a small shop
Potto should not be big enough to call a town but I think we should all support possible amenities +small
businesses
Only a small shop
Work on flood defences
I like it how it is
Whilst i am happy with things the way they are i would consider change if for the good of the community
Anything more than limited sympathetic development
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Continuous improvement should always be applied. New litter bins to replace existing ones similar - dog waste bins. Flower tubs. Containers on some lamp posts. Total tidy of area round post
box. Area requiring strimming kept maintained
Focal point for all residents - such as village green and contain illegal parking
Create village green - tackle parking problem
Villages such as Potto should not be changed to keep up with other development areas. We would
leave if changed!
Potto is a beautiful village and should not change
Depends what they are and how they are put forward
Change is a normal process. Any change proposed must be validated by due process
If people want shops/pavements etc MOVE!!

Question 13
What do you think about the concept of ‘low cost‘ housing development within Potto
Parish?
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Comments for Question 13
There is a real need for people who are born and brought up in the area to be able to live here. it helps keep
up the balance of ages
Depending on the amount being built
By the isolated position of Potto I think this is contradictory to 'low cost' housing
Disagree IF there were to be a large number developed here
Based on "no need defined"
The David Cumberland survey carried out on behalf of HDC proved without any doubt that Potto Parish and
the surrounding area is in the greatest need of homes, both affordable and open market, than any other area
of Hambleton District. This was confirmed by the LDF inspector in the recent public examination
Bring in townies
There is inadequate infrastructure to support low cost housing or indeed space. Without amenities and a more
regular bus service anyone without their own transport would be stuck indoors
New build not appropriate, but also must ensure that 'smaller' properties are not (over)developed creating an
enclave of large, expensive properties
Should not be considered for this parish
The drains at the bottom of Cooper Lane cannot cope now when it rains
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IF more houses had to be built I would certainly not disagree with "low cost". However, I wonder how long they
would stay low cost as so many of the original modest bungalows have grown into quite large houses.
Any new development in such a tiny village would be bound to be disproportionate to the number of already
existing inhabitants
See 10, 11, 12 above, totally impractical (in view of lack of amenities/services) and parking/traffic
problem/SEWAGE. Also extreme likelihood of negative impact upon price of ALL properties in Potto. Would
any home owner WISH the price of their property to go down??
They would not stay low cost
Some needed for young first time buyers
If the reason for not building low cost housing is lack of space out of areas that might flood or the sewers won't
support them then fair enough. However what about our youngsters who would like to continue to live in the
countryside but have no chance of getting on the housing ladder.
What kind of houses are low cost?
What do you mean by low cost housing?
Possibly, if small and well sited
As long as occupied by people working in the parish!
Low cost = low incomes/no incomes = increased crime
If there is a need identified
If local demand/necessity requires it
See comments for no 6
See comment on 7
Good in theory but difficult to manage
Who would this be for?
There is no requirement for this in Potto
We need our children to be given the chance to buy properties where they have been used to living
I would like future generations to be able to afford properties close to home rather than being forced further
away into Middlesbrough
I would like to live in Potto when I am older
Could lead to slide in social status of the village
Usually put forward by an applicant who is more interested in financial gain from planning permission approval
than the interest of the village/parish, as this is a "soft option" to achieve planning.
All our young people leave
Don't know
I don't object to the concept of 'affordable' housing within the parish, on a limited scale and subject to the
normal planning processes and constraints
If it was sympathetic to the village and appropriately placed
To an acceptable (limited) degree
The are not enough amenities in the village to support any major development and the provision of them
would alter the character of the village
Low cost housing development will out of necessity require shops + other amenities which would change the
present character of the village
One or two is fine but probably not enough to make it worthwhile for builder or other
No new housing in such a small village
As long as it is under section 106 agreement and properly consulted with all villagers
Difficult one this is - local people do need to stay!
Absolutely not, terrible idea. It will only lead to trouble and will de-value properties in the area
Definitely not, would attract trouble and wrong kind of people
If the case can be validated ok. If not no. I doubt that low income families/people would choose Potto as a
base
This area does NOT support low cost living
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Section 2 – Roads & Footpaths
Question 14
Speeding has been identified from the 2006 questionnaire as a concern. I would like
this to be controlled by traffic calming measures.
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Question 14 – Sections of road at risk from speeding vehicles
Cooper Lane
Both roads into Potto + Cooper Lane
Outside telephone box
Cooper Close to Blank end
Cooper lane
Cooper Lane (from phone box to end)
Entry to the village from Dog and Gun
Butcher lane and Cooper lane
Cooper Lane
Entering the village from Hutton Rudby side
Approach from Hutton Rudby
Entry to the village (30 mph signs) from the North where there are no pavements or street lighting
Goulton Lane and Black Horse Lane
Goulton Lane - lorries
Entering village from Hutton Rudby
Exit road from Butcher Lane into village
Cooper Lane by Dog and Gun. Towards bend into Butcher Lane - the bend is the only thing that slows people
down
Butcher Lane and Cooper Lane
Cooper Lane towards Cooper Close + also from Potto Hall towards 'T' junction on Butcher Lane
Next to church on Cooper Lane
Butchers Lane
Cooper Lane - section from road in front of the Dog and Gun to the village hall - especially as there will be
increased amount of traffic to the village hall in term times.
Approaching Dog + Gun from Hutton Rudby
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Cooper Lane downhill
1. Approaching from H Rudby near Dog + Gun 2.Cooper Lane (down the hill)
Cooper Lane
Cooper Lane between Dog + Gun + Prestons
Between Station Lane and Cooper Lane
From Potto towards Hutton Rudby to edge of parish
The road between Station Lane and the Dog & Gun
From edge of 30 limit to edge Hutton Rudby
Cooper Lane / Butcher Lane
Cooper Lane / Butcher Lane
Cooper Lane/Butcher Lane
Black Horse Lane, Parsons Back Lane, Butchers Lane and northern approach to village
Approaches to the village e.g. Black Horse Lane, Back lane used as rat run. VERY dangerous
Black Horse Lane - whole road
Black Horse Lane, Parsons Back Lane
Black horse lane junction with Parsons/Butcher lane
Cooper Lane
There isn’t a real problem with this
None - how fast can you travel around a 90 degree bend?
All Cooper Lane, Black Horse Lane
On the bend at the bottom of Cooper Lane
Bend at bottom of Cooper Lane
Cooper Lane at bottom, on bend
Bank near pub and Butcher Lane
Blind corner where Butcher Lane meets the village
From Preston junction to Dog and Gun
From Prestons to Dog and Gun
Leading into village - both ends
Into Potto from Hutton Rudby and Swainby
Butcher Lane at the start
Entrance to village
Occasional ‘joy drivers’ Goldgate Lane
Goldgate Lane - occasional joy riders
Black Horse Lane/Butcher Lane crossroads
Thorn hill - Black Horse Lane
Goulton Lane junction to Dog & Gun (100 mph at times), Telephone kiosk to bottom of village (50 mph at
times) even some residents are offenders
Goulton Lane to the pub + telephone box to bottom of village
The road passing through the village
Black Horse Lane, especially at cross roads near Potto Hall, + around Greencroft entrance into Potto on
Cooper Lane
Black Horse Lane
Cooper lane corner near post box
1. Traffic from Hutton Rudby to Dog and Gun at certain times - sometimes beyond Dog and Gun to Potto Hall
2. Solve tractors and trailers on Butcher Lane and Black Horse Lane are dangerous
Cooper Lane + the main access road as it enters + leaves Potto
Black Horse Lane, the corner by the telephone box
Main 'B' roads
Between Prestons and the Dog and Gun
Cooper Lane, Butcher Lane, Black Horse Lane
The Butcher Lane/Cooper Lane corner, Cooper Lane
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From Dog + Gun to Cooper Close/Cooper Lane junction
Black Horse Lane particularly near Potto Hall/Butchers Lane junction
The junction at Prestons and Potto Hall crossroads
Junction near Prestons of Potto
The section of Butchers Lane from the village to Black Horse Lane, Goulton Lane
Butcher Lane

Question 14 – What specific measures should be considered to reduce speeding.
Cautionary 20mph zone down Cooper Lane
Awareness campaign aimed at villages, give way to oncoming vehicles system, road markings
Speed bumps, double yellow lines
Pinch point
Any speed slowing scheme
Traffic islands - to form a bend to slow traffic
Speed ramp as being put in Hutton
Rather than speeding measures - steps should be taken to curtail HGV vehicles coming through Potto village
Speed bumps, speed signs (electronic)
A 20mph limit throughout the village
20mph signs
Speed gun with sign - like Kirklevington
3:2:1 Tarmac ridges (rumble strips) when approaching the 30 mph sign.
Hedges to be cut
Light up signs which display drivers speed
'Sleeping policemen'. Be the only way to stop people exceeding speed limit when they enter the village
Humps
Traffic Islands - but care emergency vehicle + agricultural vehicle access. Reduce speed to 20mph at
telephone box
Police to enforce 30mph speed limit
Speed humps
Signs on the road
More 20mph signs and warning about children/pets
Speed indication signs
Near Dog and Gun
Road bumps
Camera
Occasional mobile speed cameras
Camera or get the limit out of the village lowered from 60
Speed restrictions be extended to cover all effected areas, overall 40mph with some area at lower speeds
One way system/limited access. Our rural roads need to accommodate agricultural machinery
Regular police speed traps
Speed limit and humps approaching cross road - Butcher Lane/Parsons Back Lane
Speed limit and signage re dangerous junction or ?
Speed limit that can be seen
Make 30mph more visible
Speed bumps
None - already enough 'street furniture'
CCTV
Speed ramps
Speed ramps
Speed ramp
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Flashing speed sensor
Possible introduction of flashing reduce speed sign
Controlled speed signs
40mph signs
Traffic cameras
Sleeping policemen or chicanes at entrance to village
Speed Bumps
Chicane
Local access only sign
Local access only signs for vehicles
Speed limits and 'crossroads' signs
Speed Limit
Occasional speed trap blitz
Chevrons / signs
Warning signs of pedestrians, horses, possible rumble strips
Signs indicating horse riders + pedestrians should warn drivers to slow down especially between Potto Hall
and Wand Hill Farm
Unsure - lines etc not really suitable for Potto, 30mph signs should be clearly visible - often screened by
hedges
Road marking and speed limit enforced
Minimal + clearly signed road humps in Cooper Lane in stretch above and below Cooper Close
Calming measures, not humps of tarmac/concrete
30mph
Slow down road markings - sharp turn and cross road signs
Sleepers on road
Give way sign at junction near telephone box
Occasional police men with speed cameras
A stop sign at the junction warning. Warning just after bend about junction
Extend 30mph zone. Hazard signs e.g. 'no footpath'
Move the 30 limit further out of village

Question 14 – Traffic calming methods not wanted within Parish roads.
Speed bumps
No
Speed humps
Roads humps/sleeping police men
No - anything welcome
Sleeping policemen and chicanes
Sleeping policemen
Speed humps in the road - too dangerous for cycles
Any method that works is totally acceptable, including police speed traps.
Speed humps
Speed humps / traffic calming
Sleeping policemen
NO speed bumps
No speed humps
Road humps
No humps/?/stripes on the road
Road humps
Speed bumps
Speed bumps
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Speed bumps or chicanes would probably create new problems
Speed bumps and chicanes would be dangerous
Any narrowing would stop farm machinery
Speed bumps - speed cameras
Speed bumps
Speed humps
Road humps
Road humps and bollards
Speed humps
Cameras and speed bumps
Traffic humps
NO speed bumps, NO flashing 'slow down' signs
Camera operated
Cameras
Camera operated
Sleeping policemen
Sleeping policeman
Speed humps
No
No - anything
I don't believe ANY calming measures are necessary within the village itself
Speed humps - they create more problems than they solve
Speed bumps
Speed bumps
Traffic calmers - noisy + irritating
Humps
Yes - Speed bumps
Speed bumps
Sleeping policeman
No
Calming measures would spoil the village. How many incidents relating to speeding traffic to warrant calming
measures? None since 1984 that I can think of.
Calming road humps apart from above
Road 'humps'
Traffic 'humps' on roads
No
Flashing lights
Speed bumps, lights, large colourful signs - anything that will detract from the countryside
Speed bumps, a large number of signs as they detract from countryside
Speed Bumps
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Question 15
The concept of planting more roadside trees was identified from the 2006
questionnaire. This is a good idea (if positioned to allow safe movement of large
agricultural vehicles), as it would help to reduce CO2 and enhance the rural feel of
our parish.
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Comments for Question 15
Shouldn't block residents views of the hills
Verges and hedges are not cut back and trees not trimmed - visibility is reduced - especially Butcher Lane we don't need more trees to make it worse
"Capital" planting or "reserve maintenance" may be problem
This POSITIVE action is the type that should be promoted and supported by Potto PC
Make village better for years ahead
Great - the more the better
Their leaves would cause skidding and block drains
Whilst reducing CO2, enhancing the rural feel of our parish is good. There is no room to walk other than on the
road once leaving the lower end of the village, This will make walking between Butcher lane and Prestons
even more hazardous, As it is the grassed area is the only place to take refuge when a speeding vehicle
comes along.
We must ensure existing mature trees are protected too
Use scouts of children to help with planting, school project?
Too many trees have been cut down in the village
We are already surrounded by trees and woods
Difficult to see how it can be reconciled(above)
Liability problems with roadside trees
Dependent on positioning and permitting adequate vision
Potto is small - where would you plant them - it could spoil the current vision and look unnatural
Would damage/spoil the present typical rural environment
Unless landowners provide land - verges are inadequate
Again - good in theory
I do not want to sign up to the myth that planting a few new trees will make any significant impact on CO2
emissions
Waste of money
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Residents should be encouraged to plant trees in their gardens
We cannot have enough trees!
We need more trees
We need trees
Ask HGV drivers/tractor drivers where unsuitable
Where not a hindrance
I don't mind
There is plenty of land for trees to be grown away from roads
Branches from trees next to roads fall down + cause hazards - trees can be grown elsewhere
Nice idea but verges not wide enough - permission to plant in farmers fields would need to be sought
If growth controlled
Not in the long term
The sooner they are planted, the better
This was suggested in 1993 when trees were offered free
The approach to village already gives a good rural feel
Environmental value
Do not want to create dark areas
So long as they will turn into established trees like oak, not cheap trees like on motorways
As long as they are cut regularly, don’t want it to become hard to see at junctions
Plant trees but not alongside the roads

Question 15 – Which sections(s) of which road(s) should be considered for new verge
trees.
Cooper Lane from Prestons into the village
All roads entering village
Butchers Lane, Goulton Lane
(towards Potto station) Cooper Lane, Goulton Lane
Cooper Lane / Butchers Lane
All possible verges
Both approaches to the village
From the Potto sign (North) out towards Prestons. From the Potto 30 mph signs on Butcher Lane towards
Potto Hall crossroads
On all roads
Cooper Lane from 'Dog + Gun' to 'Prestons'
All roads in parish to be considered
Where ever possible
The is no room for trees on verges
There are many trees within the village itself
Cooper Lane
Wherever appropriate
Black Horse Lane
Black Horse Lane, Goulton Lane, Butcher Lane
No room for trees in main part of village
On any of the convenient verges
Almost anywhere except in front of houses
Where suitable
Bottom of Cooper Lane
Lower end of Cooper Lane
Bottom of Cooper Lane
Both approaches to the village
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Both approaches to the village
All roads where wide verges allow.
As many as possible
Where possible
All of Butcher Lane
Where ever possible
Wherever practical
None - keep trees away from roads!
From Prestons to Dog and Gun on Butcher Lane - Black Horse Lane north and south why not have trees in
Cooper Close, planted on pavement, obviously smaller specimens
Where appropriate
Would need careful deliberation by Parish Council
Black Horse Lane
Butcher Lane
None

Question 16
Street lighting was identified as a concern in the 2006 questionnaire. I think more
street lighting is required.
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Comments for Question 16
Especially having children now, it does worry me
I do not agree with urbanisation
Just keep existing lights in working order
In residential areas of the parish, all areas where there are no pavements should have lighting installed for
public safety.
Not many people go walking late at night
In particular the area by the Dog and Gun that has no pavements and where residents move to walk in the
road to get to 2 of the only amenities in the village. Namely the pub and the post box/telephone box (we would
of course hang the lights from the trees)
No further general lighting, only where people often walk after dark without pavements
Butcher lane
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Lower part of Cooper Lane
Lighting is more than adequate
See Q10. We live in a RURAL parish
Use a torch
Use a torch! Street lights cause light pollution, there is no need for them in Potto
The countryside should be dark - use a torch
Go and live in Coulby Newham if you want more lights!
We are not directly affected. It may be other parts of the village my benefit
Not directly affected but should be adequate for village life and of a type that will not cause light pollution
It would help if areas were identified
Tell us where and we could comment perhaps but is this urbanisation of a village community
We are a village not a town. Like to see the sky and stars at night
This is a village not a city!
Downwards directed lights - but not to urban levels!
This is a rural parish, not a town
Replace existing lamps to reduce light pollution
Its fine in the village
Potto is a village not an urban area. We do not want light pollution. Present lighting is more than adequate.
I personally find the roads are lit enough
Lighting can be low in areas
We are supposed to be cutting elec. output
It is dark
Street lighting is inconsistent - areas of poor lighting should be brought up to a consistent level, but not that of
an 'urban' setting
Parts of Cooper Lane are not very well lit
I consider there is sufficient lighting at present
As identified by parish council in recent meeting prior to may
This is a village not a town. I want to enjoy night skies
This is a village
Village not a town!
Access road to the Potto Village Hall
Not sure about this
Would provide more unnecessary light pollution
Have had no trouble seeing in the dark. More lights will detract from rural location
As an amateur astronomer light pollution is an issue
I think there is ample lighting, anymore would make it feel less rural
See No 12

Question 16 – Which specific road(s) should be considered for new lighting.
Between pub and Cooper Close
All low emission dissipating lights
Cooper lane, Butcher lane, Black horse lane
Cooper Lane from the Dog and Gun towards Prestons.
The lower half of the village has lighting and paving its about time the other areas of the village have these
basic infrastructures
Butcher Lane and Cooper Lane
Adjacent to No24 Cooper Lane (fir tree cottage)
Lighting okay
None
None!
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None
None
Cooper Lane certainly
At lower end of Cooper Lane, on bend
None
Butcher Lane in the middle
Corner of Cooper Lane/Butcher Lane and parts of lower Cooper Lane
see details from parish council
Cooper Lane to village hall
Access road to village hall
a) The infamous village bend and 100 yards either side b) The junction of Butchers Lane and Black Horse
Lane
Potto Hall/Butchers Lane Junction A172/Black Horse Lane junction
None

Question 17
The concept of more roadside bench seating was identified in the 2006
questionnaire. If installed, I would use these benches.
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Comments for Question 17
when walking with my children
I have only used the benches when I didn't live in the village
Not used currently
We have enough - maintenance is the issue.
The ones that we have do not appear to be used - exception being the one at the bus stop/ Why do we need
more
Consider vandal and maintenance free wood effect seating made from recycled plastic
I am not aware that the existing benches are much used. Maintenance could be a problem.
Don't see existing seats used very often
Safety should be a priority
Is it a need or not? Its hardly a concept
Outside of main village on roads to Hutton Rudby and Swainby
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Present benches are not used - who walks in Potto?
Waste of money
I feel this could un-nerve people, if strangers are sat outside their house
I cannot walk so N/A
Don't see the point
On dismantled railway footpath
On footpaths rather than roadside
Can be target for vandalisation
This is a good way to encourage the older and the ? to go for a walk
Always useful - especially for elderly
Roadside benches are rarely used
I personally wouldn’t use them but would welcome for others
But agree with the idea for older people or parents with children
I wouldn’t use them, however, these would be useful for older people from around the village when they are
out for a walk
I would not

Question 17 – Which exact location(s) should be considered for new benches.
Potto Beck (Dismantled railway) + other countryside footpaths
Telephone box, bus stops
Butchers Lane
Cooper lane towards Prestons and Station road
Gold hill loop road
On the road towards Potto Hall (Butcher Lane) facing over fields towards Swainby
Butcher Lane + Gold Hill Road
Towards end of Parsons Lane
Where ever is practical/safe along Parson Lane
Areas where walkers from the village and parish use
Ask those with older legs
Parsons Back Lane
Parsons lane
Hutton Rudby and Swainby possibly
None
Bus stop
None
None
Dismantled railway line
One bench between church and bench under oak tree - Another near Kynges entrance. One near Lane
Cottage, One near Potto Hall crossroads
Would need discussion with PC
Bottom of Cooper Lane
There is no common land where new seating would serve a role
Along Butchers Lane
More on the road to Hutton Rudby to allow older people to walk there, perhaps one near to the trough on
Cooper lane
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Question 18
The concept of restricting ‘Parsons Back Lane’ to local traffic only, was identified in
the 2006 questionnaire. I think that this is a good idea.
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Comments for Question 18
It may end up as a short cut for traffic rather than it travel to tontine before coming onto A172 to Stokesley
Very rarely use the road?!
That would not stop non local traffic
Linked to A19 junction development
HGVs should be completely restricted from this route - they are currently only advised against it.
Don't know the area well
Don't use anyway too narrow and bendy
HGVs should be prohibited
Potentially more traffic with new A19 bridge. Erect 'Local traffic' signs and narrow
I feel unqualified to comment
But who else uses it apart from local traffic?
A 40mph speed restriction would also be needed
This road is dangerous when meeting another car so keeping traffic to a minimum would help prevent this
Difficult to prevent NON local traffic using it
Required for safety of ? as well as local resident users including cyclist, rider especially when new A19 bridge
built
More young families are using this road. The levels of speed by vehicles is not consistent with safety. Visibility
not good
A very dangerous road
What does local traffic mean? Who is it envisaged will not be able to use it?
Define local traffic - does this mean that being a resident opposite PBL I could not then use PBL? It is a public
road, like it or not. PS can it be maintained.
I can't see how this would work. I walked this lane on Sunday afternoon and was overtaken by residents going
into their drive, 3 cyclists going the opposite way and one car emerging from Potto Hall - not exactly busy.
But what is 'local'? Does it mean 'not through traffic'?
Is it used by any other traffic? How would it be enforced? The restriction would be meaningless
Local as in people living down Parson Back Lane? If it isn’t this, I cant see how it would make any difference
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It'll make no difference. The folks that travel on this road class themselves as 'locals'
I often use this route home
I use this route home every day
if it would exclude use by Potto village residents
Does local exclude residents of main village?
Someone might need to go through
Define local
What is local?
With the removal of the end road signs, it seems to be already self regulating
Not suitable as a road surface for other vehicles
I love this road but often meet cars driving carelessly
Very good idea, I have met very fast traffic on this road before
How would this be 'policed'. I suggest it could not and only locals currently use it

Question 19
The concept of moving the roadside ‘Potto’ signs / flower boxes from the village to
the Parish boundaries was identified in the 2006 questionnaire. I think this is a good
idea, as it would help to unite the parish.
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Comments for Question 19
I think a second sign at the parish boundary would be ok
It would complicate things
The Potto signs denote the village limits not the Parish boundaries.
Include more of the outer houses
OK where they are
We could spend our money to more advantage
Understand concept - but does it currently make any difference
Additional boxes would be a better idea. Leave boxes in the village
Fair idea - low priority
I think they are suitably positioned. If moved further a field maintenance could be more difficult.
They would be pointless as parish boundaries

Blank
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Unnecessary expense. Signs are best located as you enter the village(also help as traffic calming measure)
Add additional signs/boxes
Have another sign showing the parish, but keep the village sign as it is
You could have another sign saying 'Potto Parish' but the village will always be the village
If you move the sign people won't find the village!
I believe the distances are too great
They are attractive and look nice just before entering the village
Sign at parish borders 'Potto Parish'
The village needs to be identified but so should the parish boundaries - to encourage unity/belonging
Sign posts don't make a community
Mark boundary too!
Perhaps parish boundary can be marked as well as present signs
I think they look good when they are.
The signs show the village, not the parish
There are better things to do
Silly idea - too far out from the village
I would respect whatever decision is made
Potto village - not surrounding area
So you know you're in trouble
Identifies village not parish
Keep flower boxes + signs where they are but add 'parish' signs at boundaries
Although the Parish could be marked I think the village identity should be kept
But they should be rebuilt. They need to be higher. Rabbits are a pest and they cause a lot of damage. The
cost of replacing damaged plants is too much
Have you considered maintenance? Flower troughs are always featured at the start of the main part of villages
where most enjoyed by more people
Some smaller signs could be added on boundaries
Potto signs should mark Potto village not parish boundaries
It has never caused any issues so why change it now?!!
Perfectly OK where they are
I like where they are, it welcomes people to the village
I like where the signs are, they show where the village starts
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Question 20
The concept of adding more roadside pavements was identified in the 2006
questionnaire.
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Comments for Question 20
A good idea as traffic often travels too fast
Roadside pavements spoil countryside lanes
Cannot walk safely with 2 little children
I do not need or agree with urbanisation
This would encourage cars to park on them
This is a hamlet
This safety issue should take extremely high priority
Almost got run over the other day
Yes great idea
Resident wishing to exercise need pedestrian ways
Roadside kerbing - Cooper Lane to 'The Old Orchard'
Only where proven need - e.g. school children
This is a village, not a suburb of a town!
Although more pavements may be desirable I consider most roads not wide enough for this measure.
there should be a footpath to Hutton Rudby so we can safely walk to buy a paper , go to post office
See above - more unnecessary expense IF WITHIN VILLAGE BOUNDARIES. BUT ABSOLUTELY
ESSENTIAL BETWEEN DOG + GUN and Prestons junction to link up with pavement to Hutton Rudby.
Safe for walking alongside some of the lanes
Pointless - cars park across them!
Footpath in the field on the other side of the hedge would be better as there is no need for pavements
It would ruin the verges of the road, they wouldn't look like country roads at all and that’s what I like about
them
Cooper Lane
Are the roads and verges wide enough to allow for footpath? No point in having one 1 foot wide
Roads quiet enough not to need pavements
On all parish roads especially when verge is lacking
Given that the roads are narrow with narrow verges where could you put them?
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Urbanisation of the open countryside or traditional village.
Rural not town!
Why destroy the rural feel of the village?
Unnecessary in this small + quiet village
Most roads are barely wide enough for two cars to pass
Most roads are too narrow
Streets are too narrow as they are
Unless it could be done without reducing width of roads - in that case I would agree
Adjacent to 'public' places - hall, pub, tele. box
To prevent people being ran over
With the exception of the location below, maintain 'rural' setting with NO pavements
In this small country setting pavements are not necessary
Where practical and necessary for public safety
The is a village not an urban area
I do not consider pavements are necessary as the roads are not so busy around the village to warrant them
Post box to Dog and Gun
Roads generally too narrow
I am not asking for tarmac covered pavements, simply a safe area along the road, mostly when using a
pushchair or walking a young child
This was put forward years ago and the Parish Council did not want it
Existing pavements should be kept free of hedges and parked cars to allow people to use them
Takes away village atmosphere
Useful for pedestrian safety
Must be very careful not to overdevelop
People are aware that when they move to Potto it is a rural village without footpaths. I like how it is
Again, this would detract from the rural feel
See no 12

Question 20 – Which road(s) / exact location(s) should be considered for new
pavements?
Prestons to the village
The road between the village + Prestons
Black Horse Lane, pub to telephone box
Butchers lane, Cooper Lane towards Prestons
Butchers Lane, all along Cooper Lane
Cooper lane both ways in village
Along Cooper lane e.g. from corner near post box to pub
Butchers Lane
From the Post-box north to the Potto sign
Prestons to the village stretch
Goulton Lane
From pub to village and pub to Potto station
Village to Prestons
Village to Prestons
Cooper Lane by Dog and Gun - school children people walking to the pub from the lower part of the village - or
from the Dog and Gun area to the post box. All have to walk in the road. Hazardous when dark
Cooper Lane
and problem with cars parked on existing pavements
Possibly Cooper Lane or Station Lane
Cooper Lane, Butchers Lane, Goulton Lane
NONE!
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Pub to village and Potto station to village
Just on one side of road between Prestons and Dog and Gun
Coopers Lane
Cooper Lane
Traffic such as to make walking hazardous
Butchers Lane, Parsons Lane
Potto village and roads within 1 mile radius
Paths would spoil the natural appearance + environment
If you want footpaths move to Ingleby Barwick
None
None
Village to Prestons - consider path on the field side of the hedge as the road is very narrow
Road from Potto to Hutton Rudby
Prestons to hall entrance
The one near the pub
Corner of Cooper Lane/Butcher Lane to Dog and Gun for safety reasons
To join up footpath from Hutton Rudby along the road to Potto
Ideally from Prestons to Potto Hall! In Cooper Lane from Cousans to bottom of cul-de-sac. The existing
sections are sometimes unusable because of branches and overgrown shrubs
Cooper Lane to Potto signs on boundary
Cooper Lane and Butchers
Cooper Lane + Potto end of Butcher Lane
From post box area to beyond Dog + Gun there is enough verge to make a narrow path and hence make
walking SAFE. NB no use creating more pavements and then stand aside as the parish council does and
allow people to block them by parking on them
None

Question 21
The concept of more / new footpaths (not roadside pavements) was identified in the
2006 questionnaire. I think this is a good idea.
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Question 21 – Between which specific locations would be useful?
Potto to Hutton Rudby
From Dog and Gun to Prestons corner. From Butcher Lane to Potto Hall and down to A172
Those already available are very poorly maintained by NYCC, more would exacerbate the problem.
Unsure of where they are needed
Black Horse Lane to Prestons (? Potto slack)
On one side of the road between Dog + Gun and Prestons
Potto to Hutton Rudby
Off road walk to Hutton Rudby
Potto to Prestons - to join the footpath to Hutton Rudby
Footpath in field adjacent to Black Horse Lane almost always impassable because of crop (rape last year
barley or corn this year) and has now been ploughed again with no concession for footpath. Access to style
also blocked off by 3 or 4ft nettles and brambles
Dog + Gun to Prestons to make a safe walk to Hutton Rudby from the village
Any new footpaths should be encouraged - how about putting some on the field side of the hedge
I think it would make more nice places to go for a walk and enjoy the countryside
Safe footpaths away from fast traffic / lorries etc would be good
Should be considerate of agricultural and residential usage
What would possess you to create right across land where none now exist
More upkeep and maintenance needed on present footpaths
I think Potto has a good number of footpaths
Along old railway line from Old Station House to Black Horse Lane
We are lucky to have an extensive local network
I consider this area very well served by footpaths
From Potto to Hutton Rudby
Potto to Swainby, Potto to Hutton Rudby
From Potto to Hutton Rudby making it safe for children on bikes
Maintenance of path to Hutton Rudby over fields - bridge needs repairing
Can't think of any locations which aren’t already linked
Improve and sign existing footpaths and styles
I think footpaths should be improved and clearly marked
Between Butcher Lane going towards Potto Field House then to Black Horse Lane near Wand Hill Farm
Between Cooper Lane by Prestons and Black Horse Lane
A footpath between Prestons and Black Horse Lane would be useful - following the old railway line
1. Using Potto slack to meet Black Horse Lane. 2. From Black Horse Lane to Parish Boundary to existing
footpath to Parson Back Lane if footpaths already exist there. Please organise a visit to show us the way
Potto area was identified as the most densely populated footpath area in North Yorkshire
It would seem that the important thing is to maintain the existing footpaths in good order
What and where?
Depends upon where suggestions come from and why?
Village to Hutton Rudby
From the village to Hutton Rudby
There are plenty of footpaths already
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Question 22
The concept of a new dedicated cycleway was identified in the 2006 questionnaire. If
installed, I would use this cycleway.
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Question 22 – Comments
Try to encourage people not to use vehicles especially on short journeys - schools, stops
Roads are spoiled by while lines and unnecessary road signings
Not yet but when children older would do
Potto to H/R + Swainby
No
Upgrading the green lane (Potto to Swainby) surface would provide a safe route to Swainby and beyond.
More safer
Whilst I agree I am unsure exactly where they would be placed - could be used as footpath/cycle path
Would need to know where this would be to comment
I don't cycle - footpaths should be a priority
All country lanes are by their very nature, very narrow and simply don't allow space for cycle lanes.
Potto - Stokesley road A172 Busy road. Already rough track at side but very bumpy.
I do not cycle - too dangerous
Footpaths could be made wide enough for bikes
I might cycle if there was somewhere safe away from the traffic
Don't cycle
Only use my bike occasionally
Where is the cycle way between!
Good idea - but not for our age group!
Why do you ask if I would use a cycleway but not a pavement or a footpath?
The bridleway would be ideal
We benefit from a network of quiet rural roads. It simply isn’t necessary
This area is well suited for cycling - on or off - road
The roads in and around the village are not wide enough
On existing footpaths and to Hutton Rudby
Roads generally quiet enough for cycles
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Country lanes are already adequate as they are
I would not use it
Bridle paths and "green lanes" currently available
Off-roads cycle ways could be improved or extended using existing bridle ways
Cycling along the present roads is fine - dedicated cycle routes are not necessary
Possibly
Leave Potto as it is
Where?
Good idea
Depends on where cycleway allocated
This is a small rural village with no need for cycle ways
We don't want groups of cyclists from surrounding areas constantly cycling through - could cause hazardous
driving conditions on narrow roads
I am a cyclist and do not see any need for this proposal

Question 22 – Between which exact location(s) should be considered for new cycle
ways?
Potto to Hutton Rudby Potto to Swainby
Potto to Hutton Rudby
To Swainby, To Hutton Rudby
To Swainby (Green Lane off Cooper Lane to Gold Hill) and to Hutton Rudby
None
Potto to Swainby + Potto to Hutton Rudby
No need for a dedicated cycle route
Goulton Lane
Improve the surface of bridleway to Swainby
Between Cooper Lane at Butcher Lane junction and Prestons yard
Potto to Hutton Rudby
To Swainby
Between Potto and Swainby and Potto and Hutton Rudby
Swainby to Potto, Potto to Hutton Rudby
The 'bridleway' towards Swainby
Bridle path
Bridleway
Potto - Swainby + Potto - Hutton Rudby
Potto to Hutton Rudby
Potto to Swainby/Hutton Rudby
Between Cooper Lane and Gold Hill Loop
Butchers Lane to Swainby Cooper Lane to HR
none - it could cause serious driving hazards
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Question 23
The concept of re-instating the bus service along ‘Gold Gate Lane’ was identified in
the 2006 questionnaire. If re-instated, I would use this bus service.
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Question 23 – Comments
Don't know where this is
Gold Gate Lane - where is this?
Have to walk through fields
I don't use the bus. However, if it is of use to those living in that area, then I would agree with it being
reinstated
Personally wouldn't use it, but for residents it would be more convenient than Swainby
Not useful to me
I don't live there and wouldn't need to use it
I don't live along there but it should perhaps have a bus
I don't live there or near there
All rural locations have the right to public transport
Don't use the bus
We need to promote our bus service
I would not use it but do not disagree with it
No
But having been withdrawn without notification it has become too narrow
Road is now too narrow
No
I would not use this service
Cannot see the point. Please someone explain
Quite happy with current services
Would welcome this for others to use however essential
But used it regularly as a student
I drive my car, but others may use it
I don't use the bus, however I can see how others would find this useful
I have no need - others may have
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Question 24
The concept of more ‘Dog Waste’ bins was identified in the 2006 questionnaire.
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Question 24 – Which exact location(s) should be considered for new ‘Dog Waste Bins?
No point - won't be used by the people who don't use the one in the village anyway
Owners should act responsibly and carry plastic bags and take dog waste home, saving vast amounts of
money for the council not purchasing Dog Waste Bins
Cooper lane - Station road
Responsible dog owners use the existing bins. Irresponsible owners would not be affected by additional bins
Dog owners should "clean up"
Enforcement against existing inconsiderate dog owners should take precedence. (There are many responsible
dog owners in Potto with only a couple of lazy individuals who have no respect for anyone else.
Goulton Lane
The use of existing bins would be helpful - would save having to clear up after other people's dogs
Existing bins are not being used
Do people use them
By the Dog and Gun pub - however doubt whether it would be used as the bin by the post box often has dog
waste round the base. Perhaps people don't realise that the waste has to be placed in the bin by the dog
owner not the dog!
General spread
Not a dog owner - but waste bin at end of the green lane
South end of Cooper Lane
Bottom of Cooper Lane near bend
Will dog owners start using them?
There are sufficient already
Village dog owners are never very far from their own bin or existing dog waste bin. Problem lies with people
who allow their dogs to wander around freely!!!
Outside dog owners properties
Along station lane from Dog and Gun and signs as our driveway is used for this by unknown people with their
animals (dogs)
Our driveway is used by unknown dog owners who do not clean it up. Not healthy for visiting family (children)
Where are any bins?
I don't know where they are already
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I don't know where and how many dog waste bins there are already
Cooper Lane
Cooper Lane
Cooper Lane
Parsons Back Lane
Parsons Lane. Verges need to be cut and flying dog faeces is not pleasant
None - again creeping urbanisation, encourage use of existing
Present bins adequate
I would like the present bin to be used more
Given that the ones provided are hardly used, why bother? It would be better to identify the owners whose
dogs pool the roads and get them to clean it up
Would owners use them
We should be encouraging owners to take it home
Dogs don't know how to use these bins - owners let their dogs out to mess as they please
Dog owners could be consulted on this issue
The two provided are not used by every dog owner
On various footpaths
End of Cooper Lane cul de sac + path to Swainby
On footpath from Cooper Lane end to Swainby (Gold Gate Lane)
Bottom Cooper Lane where footpath and bridle meet the road, as both of these rights of way are currently
used as DOG TOILETS!
Where A172 joins Gold Hill Loop Rd instead of under our lawn mower. My husband cuts roadsides
Gold Gate Lane (Top) - A172
Should take it home
Having experienced living in close proximity to one I think it would be better to encourage people to dispose of
it at home. This bins cannot be emptied often enough
We don't need MORE but we should encourage dog owners to be more responsible and use existing bin
More encouragement should be given for existing bins to be used
Possibly one at the Oak Tree would be useful
At the oak tree
Goldgate Lane (loop road)
Goldgate Lane
Just prosecute the owners who do not use the ones provided already. Everybody knows who fouls near the
notice board (next to a bin) + the village hall car park yet nothing is ever done.
Dog owners should learn to use existing bins!
Between Potto and Potto Station. Potto beck on footpath from Dog and Gun. Responsible owners should be
accused when enforcement of by laws for fouling by irresponsible owners is not carried out
No use unless fouling is punished
One is probably enough. The problem is not the absence or existence of Dog Bins!
Up to half mile outside village limits
Cooper Lane out of village near existing seat and waste bin
Where appropriate
Cul-de-sac and end of Cooper Lane near fields
Bottom of Cooper Lane (persuading some people to use them seems to be the main problem!)
Bottom of Cooper Lane
At the end of the Gold Gate path and Cooper Lane
Bottom of Cooper Lane
What we need are MORE people with dogs using dog waste bins
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Question 25
The concept of upgrading the track between ‘Cooper Lane’ and ‘Gold Gate Lane’
was identified in the 2006 questionnaire. I would like this thoroughfare upgraded.
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Question 25 – Comments
A buggy friendly track would be v. useful
It needs the bushes to be kept cut and a suitable surface for horses
To prevent it being churned up by motorcycles so that only they can use it, to the detriment of cycles and
horses
Gold Gate Lane - where is this?
This route allows easy and quick access to Swainby services, Post Office, Shop on foot avoiding vehicle
journeys
More walks
Yes great
Stiles need to be lowered
Only to a standard to be \able to walk or pedal cycle without being inches deep in mud
This is a very useful track which should be regarded but not to the extent that it attracts more motorcyclists.
Would only lead to more through traffic by all kinds of unwanted users (such as present motor cyclists). Now
the parallel footpath has been reopened and CLEARED OF VEGETATION lets use it! But it hasn't been kept
clear this summer!
It can be very muddy
When it is wet it is very hard to walk along here and especially cycle
I think it is ok as it is but I wouldn't mind at all if it was upgraded
Achieve all weather surface
It's a good footpath - don't want to encourage through traffic, motorbikes already a nuisance
I welcome the blocked path being restored so there is again a foot path separate to the bridle track
But close it to motorcycles
It is not important
This MUST be kept usable for horses at the very least!
I manage to jog on here all year round without too much difficulty
The present footpath is fine
Concern over theft and easy escape route
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More motor cycles may use it
I use this regularly and it does get rutted in bad weather
It gets very rutted in certain sections when wet
This track should be kept suitable for walkers only. If opened up + made suitable for vehicles i think it make it
an escape route for thieves then making Potto less safe from robberies etc
Should not be made such that 4x4 vehicles can use as has been noted on odd times in the past
Off road bikes use this at speed now, if it was upgraded the speed would increase and make it even MORE
UNSAFE for local young horse riders.
Council concrete bridge access from Cooper Lane is ruined by motor cyclists
Consider dismantled railway also
But retain its 'rural' character
This would facilitate a walk from Potto to Swainby without the need to wear walking boots every time
Being able to walk to Swainby without having to wear boots would be a great boon
I would simply like both the bridleway and the path alongside it to be passable at all times
It would only lead to misuse possibly a motorbike track? From Swainby
This is as environment intended, so should be left as it is
Useful
Would not be against minor improvements to prevent flooding etc but there is a great danger over upgrade
would result in creating a rat run for motor cycles or worse thus destroying it as a pleasant walk.
Consider no motorbikes that have a detrimental effect. It is an ancient footpath and should be conserved.
This is a wonderful ancient path which still instils a sense of history
I use the path regularly and love it as it is, I can think about all the people who have used it in the past, and it
would have looked exactly the same

Question 26
What standard of surface would be most appropriate?
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Question 26 – The other suggestions were…
Extension of current plastic square supports
Grey limestone
For horses and walkers
The matting already installed seems to work well
Rubber chippings
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Question 27
How wide should this surface be?
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Question 27 – The other suggestions were…
2 metres
2 metres (or one way traffic)
Horses
Horses
5 feet wide
Wide enough for a car
3m
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Question 28
The concept of better repairs to our roads to remove potholes and promote proper
surface draining was identified in the 2006 questionnaire. I think action is required on
this matter.
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Question 28 – Which specific sections of road and which repairs are necessary?
Black Horse Lane near to village
Bottom of Cooper Lane and Butcher Lane
As and where necessary
Main roads in and out of village
All areas of the village
NYCC are already well aware - cost appears to be the usual excuse.
From entrance to exit of village boundary
Lane to v hall
Butcher Lane and Cooper Lane
Flooding on Butcher Lane and pot holes on Parsons Back Lane
Potholes on Parsons Back Lane
Cooper Lane
near public footpath between no’s 33 and 35
Recent surface dressing to Cooper Lane very poor
I think problem lies Underground i.e. sewers/drains (see TERRIBLE OIL MARKS OUTSIDE NO.27 following
recent floods). Roads have now been resurfaced, and drainpipe in Butcher Lane seems to work well now.
Station road
All
Bus stop at Prestons ponds, Butcher Lane ponds
Where it floods and where the potholes are!
Edges
Butcher Lane
Parsons Back Lane
Whenever needed - Parsons Lane
Parsons Back Lane, Black Horse Lane
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Parsons Back Lane, Black Horse Lane
Cooper lane
Cooper lane
Most road edges
The bottom of Cooper Lane and along Butcher Lane towards Station Road
Potto to Potto Station
Poor road surface in place (for cyclists) on Parsons Back Lane
Cooper Lane
In particular - Cooper Lane which was repaired extremely poorly recently
Cooper Lane
Along Cooper Lane
Has been done on Cooper Lane - other roads good
Between Prestons and the village (Dog and Gun pub)
The Loop Rd affects us - a man with a bucket and spade does not hack it - heavy duty vehicles use this road,
not just cars. Also road to hall from pub corner
The loop road. Road in and out of Potto
All roads
On Butcher Lane toward the junction with Cooper Lane
Butcher Lane Cooper Lane Cooper Close
Subsidence in Cooper Close
Subsidence - Cooper Close
I am happy with what we have
All
Butcher Lane
Village end of Butcher Lane
Where there are potholes
Where there are potholes
All roads
Black Horse Lane - poor drainage. Cooper Close and Cooper Lane - poorly resurfaced
I have never noticed a problem
Black Horse Lane
As required
Parson Back Lane
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Section 3 – Environment
Question 29
The concept of more doorstep recycling was identified in the 2006 questionnaire. I
would like to doorstep recycle the following:
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Question 30
I would rather recycle my waste at a local collection facility within the parish.
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Question 30 – Comments
Any improved recycling facilities would be welcome
With fortnightly collections, we should not have to take our own recyclables to a facility
Inefficient for each to drive to Stokesley
This means the collection facilities will be on someone's doorstep. Don't want Potto littered with numerous
boxes
None of these. Use Stokesley - not seek local "dump"
The closer the facility, the more likely it will be used. The Village Hall car park is ideal.
Less to travel
Waste of time. Does not work
This is what the green bin should be used for. Not for garden waste. Most other areas use the green bin for
recycling. Hambleton DC is behind the times with regard to recycling
If a suitable site made available
I would like my bin collected once a week again!
Anymore boxes/bins outside houses would look unsightly + contribute to little e.g. windy days
We have marvellous facilities in Stokesley and most residents have one (or more!) cars! Some people never
put away existing bins (2), what would the village look like with 2 or more bins standing outside every house?
or bags being blown everywhere on windy days?
If it can't be doorstep recycled
Nowhere to put it
There's no space to put it. We take everything to the appropriate recycling site at present. Plastic is the one
that takes most storage space
I can't see where there would be the space to put bottle banks etc
If not collected its enough to take it to the supermarket. There's no space for bottle banks in Potto
Recycling should be encouraged at the home not wasting fuel carting rubbish to some collection facility
Perhaps shared with Hutton Rudby
Perhaps shared with other villages. Carbon footprint increased by individuals driving to Northallerton and
Stokesley
Intrinsically 'greener'
Doorstep best - local in village next best
The recycling bins in Stokesley are fairly comprehensive
Either way, rather than drive to Stokesley
I recycle at Stokesley Co-op during my weekly shop
Rather than having to take it to Stokesley
We get no doorstep collection at our address. If this can’t be arranged would be happy to use central
collection point
No suitable site in a small village
Anything to make recycling easier would be beneficial to the environment
No’s 29 & 30 Either is acceptable but a site for No 30 would not be easy
Recycling at Stokesley quite adequate
A local facility similar to the one at Crathorne would be useful
No suitable location in Potto
I do not mind either 29 or 30. I do not want to have to take my car to recycle
Would do so for larger items (not glass, metal, plastic)
To take away items not collected
Unsightly
Doorstep recycling is unsightly
We should be trying to reduce our carbon footprint, so driving to a recycle facility could swap one problem for
another
As I work, I find it hard to find time to take my recycling elsewhere
Make it as easy as possible for people to recycle - it may then happen!!
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Question 31
The concept of employing a part time ‘Parish Caretaker’ was identified in the 2006
questionnaire. Tasks could include cutting all roadside grass verges, maintaining
parish assets such as the seats & horsetrough, litter picking, verge bulb planting,
tidying church grounds / hedges, keeping the beck clear of debris etc. If the workload
and costs (under £10 per household per year) were monitored effectively, I would
support this idea.
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Question 31 – Comments
A cost for overall benefit
This is a hamlet - take care of your own
We pay enough council tax for vary little other than bin emptying
Excellent idea - just need a volunteer
Try for 1 year and review feedback
I think we should all be willing to contribute to the upkeep of our village.
Would mostly benefit people who can't be bothered to look after their own grass verges/hedges/frontage
Please keep the beck clear!!
Sounds like a full time job to me and could provide employment in many villages
It would keep Potto looking beautiful!
Excellent idea
To include possible flood emergency action team coordinator
Include footpaths and drainage monitoring
But think it gives me a feeling of community if the residents helped somewhat
Maybe keeping the recycling facility tidy could be included
Although some of these activities I would expect to be dealt with by the local district council
Things like grass verge cutting + litter picking are included in the council tax. Make H.D.C do what they're paid
to do!
This would enable us to keep Potto a picturesque village
Potto is a picturesque village and should be kept that way
Visitors think Potto is beautiful and it should be kept that way
I thought we paid rates to have roadsides cleared + rivers/becks freed of rubbish
Council tax should cover!!
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High quality living environment is very important + desirable
Think this unnecessary - need to develop + promote a team - see 32
(I am aware of Health and Safety issues, but I think working together helps form COMMUNITY). I think all
these tasks should be done by villagers. I would volunteer
We pay too much on the precept as it is
Parish council should be responsible for grass verges, seats and horse through paid out of the precept that is
NOW levied keeping the village free of litter is up to the villager. The church grounds and hedges should be
looked after by the church
Would have to be someone committed to Potto!!
Should be included with council tax
What a good idea
What a good idea!
Would like to see a 'worked up' case before deciding
Surely a true "village" community will do this anyway

Question 32
The concept of having a ‘Pride in Potto’ (or PIP!) competition was identified in the
2006 questionnaire. The idea is to encourage ‘green’ issues, to keep property
frontages neat and tidy, plant more trees / flower tubs etc. I support the philosophy
behind this idea.
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Question 32 – Comments
See no point in keeping frontage neat and tidy etc when HGVs/buses use the verges as a public highway and
having a bus stop situated where it is!
Nonsense - not a tourist attraction - look after your own
Many residents already take pride in their property. Those that don’t never will, its how they live
Show appreciation for village
Q31 could help in this project - dog owners be more responsible - dog mess near notice board!
Too 'Big Brother'
Good idea in principle, but you can't force people to keep neat frontages!
As long as this does not spoil the natural environment
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But beware of encouraging urbanisation (cherry trees!)
Potto should be a beautiful village to look at
I believe people should make their own decisions about the appearance of their properties
I don't think this is necessary
All areas identified in 31 could be overed by a team of volunteers
I like a village to be natural. Warts and all
Would need a general consent re individual liberty
We do our best within the time constraints of a busy working life
A good idea, however I don't want it to become 'dursleyish!'
Please do not turn this rural village into a twee chocolate box horror

Question 33
The concept of having more public waste bins was identified in the 2006
questionnaire.
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Question 33 – Which specific locations?
Dog and Gun area
Seems to be plenty already
None required
Ensure each bench has a bin nearby. A bin is also required outside the Village Hall
Village centre
Do we have a litter problem - apart from occasionally round the pub. If we had a caretaker wouldn't need more
bins.
If a seat installed on Butcher Lane next to this
The existing bins are never overflowing - why have more?
All villagers are always within a few metres/100m of their own bin
Village. Station Lane
Near walking areas (main roads)
Between Station Lane and the village, Butcher lane
If there is a problem, it must be locally created. Where would they be put? Spoil the natural environment. I
wasn’t aware rubbish depository was a major problem
If Potto has a rubbish problem it is more likely to be a locals problem, isn't education the answer no bins -
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again urbanisation
Too few users to warrant extra bins
We should encourage people to take their rubbish home
Near the pub
Where ever necessary
Near Dog + Gun
I do not see this as a problem
Outside of Dog and Gun
Goulton Lane, along its length towards Prestons - a walk along here reveals an incredible amount of litter in
the hedgerows + roadsides
Would the people who drop litter use them?
People should take 'waste' home
Public should take 'waste' home
What’s wrong with our current waste bins. It's a people problem!!
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Section 4 – Village Hall
Question 34
The Village Hall is managed by a small committee of volunteers. It needs extra help
when organising events. It is proposed to draw up a list of ‘friends of the village hall’
who would be willing to help on such occasions. Would you be prepared to become a
‘friend of the village hall’?
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Question 35
The following is a list of events and activities which the village hall has or would like
to host. Please indicate those you would be interested in attending:
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Question 35 – Other activities or events that you would be interested in attending or
organising at the Village Hall.
Sports e.g. badminton, 5 a side football
Demonstrations by specialists - e.g. cookery, flower arranging
Auction events?
A mobile cinema
Quizzes
Day time courses/classes - computing, upholstery, cookery, flower arranging
Yoga
Yoga classes, coffee mornings, jumble sales, craft fairs, Christmas craft fairs
Children’s sports clubs, coffee mornings, jumble sales, Christmas parties
Yoga classes, coffee mornings, jumble sales, craft fairs, Christmas parties
Flower arranging demonstrations / club
Tai chi for those who cannot run a marathon or do 'knees bends'
A playing field
Organized walks, orienteering
Painting classes, flower arranging, cookery day
Water colour/oil painting, Astronomy
Bowls, badminton

Question 36
Parking can be a problem when there are events taking place in the village. The idea
of using the Village hall car park (if available) during these events was identified in
the 2006 questionnaire and would improve road safety. This is a good idea provided
signage and control could be improved. This is a good idea.
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Question 36 – Comments
Or the pub car park (with permission)
Residents could reduce congestion by walking to village hall and leaving vehicles at home
When not in use it is a wasted resource. Certain residents already use the car park on a regular basis perhaps they could contribute a yearly payment to assist with the general maintenance, since some use car
park daily as their residential parking
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Cars out of the way. Less collisions
There is a problem speed up and down the road to the car park
Access is down a private road to village hall and not a public car park (this is a new addition)
The road to the village hall is unmade and unadopted. If the village wants to use the car park as a village car
park let the village pay for the upgrade. It is very noisy at times when cars go back and forth plus being narrow
can be dangerous to residents
Why more signage? The existing sign says village hall + points in the right direction!
How many signs do we need?
Lane to be kept clear
Could be a problem if there is a village hall event taking place
Not a good idea. Functions could clash on the same date
Where could these events be taking pace if not in village hall
What other events take place in village??
No MORE signs in the village, please
If used by village most residents would walk
There really is not too much scope there either unless it can be enlarged
Insurance!!
Basically agree but access is tricky + may give rise to difficulties for residents alongside the hall
If so, access road to Hall should be improved
I think there could be a nominal charge for this which could go towards village hall car park upkeep
Just a beginning!
Parking can be a problem even when there are no village events 1. Sometimes driving out of Cooper Close is
not easy because of cars parked on far side in Cooper Lane 2. Car parked in front of Church Cottage forces
you to move to other side of road which is dangerous there 3. Cars parked on pavements specifically south of
telephone boxes are a problem
Makes sense
People holding private functions must be encouraged to get guests to park at village hall
Good idea!
A very good idea!
Can't think what events cause this problem - most events take place in the village hall. If the need exists then
it should be considered providing the residents along the access are fully consulted.
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Question 37
The concept of improving the car park surface was identified in the 2006
questionnaire. I would be willing to pay a small one-off increase in the parish precept
to get this task completed.
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Question 37 – Comments
Is it required? animal weed control
The existing surface is totally adequate. However, a larger area should be purchased.
Every little helps!
If cars used it the weeds would not grow
Ok providing it is not upgraded and then used by residents as a car park for their extra cars.
Fund raising events at village hall could help with cost
The car park surface is infinitely better than the boulders on the access road - when walking to events in
village hall, it damages shoes + makes walking very difficult
I can't see anything wrong with present service! (for a VILLAGE hall car park)
No amount advised, that would inform people
There is no indication of price to pay
It is a village amenity
Surface adequate
It is perfectly adequate as it is
As long as surface was permeable
ALL future costs would need to be covered by parish also need to ensure hall is not penalised by upgrading
car park.
Surface adequate as it is
It should be permeable to help prevent pooling on the surface + help prevent flooding
Providing it was in a 'sympathetic' material and did not conflict with water charges
This should not be funded from precept
This is a problem for the committee to resolve
Needed
Pay a lot of tax already!
Need to be presented with fully costed proposal before deciding
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Question 38
The village hall access lane was identified as needing an improved surface in the
2006 questionnaire. The owners & parish council should be encouraged to help
resolve this matter.
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Question 38 – Comments
I am tired of picking stones up from my verge + it could be dangerous when strimming or mowing
Current situation could be traffic hazard
The trouble is if it were a better surface traffic would travel even faster
Until it is known who owns it nothing can be done. See Q36 why should the owners pay for something that
they do not have control over
Lethal at present for walking + stones also spill out onto Cooper Lane
Urgently! PPC to take ownership
The present road surface to the village hall must surely discourage would be users
The surface is disgraceful + dangerous stones are permanently on the road. The access lane must be
somebody’s responsibility - WHO DOES IT BELONG TO??
This should be the NUMBER ONE PRIORITY on any plan, it is an absolute disgrace and it is extremely
DANGEROUS in its present state
The surface is difficult to walk on the large stones are dangerous to people/vehicles
Is unsafe & loud at present
Highly dangerous large stones are always sitting on Cooper Lane leading to accidents with cycles and cars
People could trip over or twist there ankle etc on the large stones that are all over the lane
The "recent" stone is not in a fine enough grade (big lumps)
And fund it! It can be dangerous when walking
Pressure owners to fund upgrading
It is very difficult for pedestrians - especially after dark
Stones currently spill onto road
It is a nightmare + discourages people from attending
we need safe + easy access to encourage visitors to events at the hall
Long overdue and 'an accident waiting to happen' - URGENT ACTION NEEDED
If someone stumbled and injured themselves due to poor surface who would be responsible?
The surface is very difficult to walk on with anything other than flat shoes
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Not a parish council issue!! - owners and residents some of whom refused to contribute when this problem
was raised 2 years ago
I’d rather not say
Who are the owners of the land? It is their responsibility
Its a mess
Needs to be surfaced in tarmac

Question 39
Improving Facilities. The village hall management committee would like to raise funds
and apply for grants to improve its facilities, which may include. (indicate all those
that you agree with.)
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Question 39 – The other suggestions were:
Outdoor play area for children??
Increase car park size
How could a wheel chair negotiate current access road surface??? What about pushchairs now the hall is
used by nursery? Owners of all dwellings using the lane as access/right of way MUST know who owns the
land (particularly owners of recently erected Verity House!)
Larger car park
More comfortable seats
Better seating (more comfortable)
Hot water for kitchen with better flow
Dishwasher
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Question 40
Do you consider the car parking facilities adequate for users of the hall?
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Question 40 – Comments
Depends on the type of event. car park is usually adequate
Access road needs to be improved
I don’t see an alternative!
Don't know
A larger area is required - this could also include an area to house local recycling bins.
Don't know
Plenty of room
Most of the time
There should be a charge for private parking. This would go towards the cost of surfacing
Access lane improvement required
Most users of the hall have garages of their own
Yes as long as the access lane is sorted
Often overflows onto lane
Most people walk
Only if people actually living in the village walk to leave car parking space for those further away
Neither. I think that people who live in Potto should walk to the village hall then there is enough space for
people who live further away!
So long as those near enough walk
Not for a large event, but what else could be done. Possibly offer the pub a donation to allow village hall
visitors to park in pub car park
Depends on numbers attending
Depends on numbers
Its a small village why not encourage walking to events, quite a social thing to do - Osmotherley manages
without!
Most of the time
We would need more car parking, perhaps an overflow car park in a field, like Carlton has.
To have the use of an overflow car park would take the traffic off the grass verges, as with the Dog + Gun
The use of an overflow car park is needed
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Not big enough
Too small
Poor surface, car park area not big enough + access is difficult
At present
Occasionally inadequate
In general - but car park should not be used for private parking when functions are scheduled at the hall
Could be marked for parking spaces
I have never seen it!
Could it be bigger? Could marked bays be created to help people park with greater efficiency?
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Section 5 – Communications
Question 41
The occasional lack of effective publicity to immediate neighbours re planning
applications was identified in the 2006 questionnaire. Steps need to be taken to
ensure more effective publicity.
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Question 42
The need to develop and produce a ‘Village Design Statement’ was identified in the
2006 questionnaire. This document is usually put together by parishioners and is
helpful to the Parish Council when determining recommendations regarding planning
applications. This is a good idea.
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Question 43
Do you have access to your Parish Website, www.potto.org.uk
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Question 44
Have you visited the Parish Website?
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Question 45 – What further sources of information, if any, would be helpful on the site?
Links to local community activity/websites
Neighbourhood watch/police notices
Didn't know it existed
Planning applications and significant issues - crime watch alerts
Planning applications and other significant local issues - "crime watch alerts"
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Don't believe a website is viable for such a small village
Reference/links to current planning matters/applications
Any planning applications in the parish
Library days and times
Police activities in Potto, Burglary etc
Details of 'police investigated' local crime, i.e. burglaries, car theft etc

Question 46
The need to publicise the Parish Council ‘Standing Orders’ (rules), Agenda and
Minutes of Parish Council meetings and in particular when and how Parishioners can
speak at Council meetings was identified in the 2006 questionnaire. How best could
this information be conveyed to you?
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Question 46 – Other suggestions
The local government act 1972 contains all legal requirements relating to the function of the Parish Council.
These should be strictly adhered to, without exception.
Parish magazine. Even in this I.T. environment, I still like a paper to look at
Website alone would be enough, as one could go some weeks without visiting the website would check emails
Newsletter
Parish newspaper
Parish councillors to be more available and make themselves known
Minutes - not 2 months old. Notify updates and agenda items. Action by Parish Councillors - they have no
relationship with residents. Who are they?
Letters
adequately covered on website and notice board
Good old fashioned photocopied sheet placed in letter boxes
It cost enough!
Paper mail via my letter box
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Question 47
The need to ‘open up’ access to councillors was identified in the 2006 questionnaire.
There is a 15 minute informal (i.e. no Minutes taken) session immediately prior to
each monthly Parish Council meeting where you can ask questions or make
comments. I would attend.
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Question 48
The need to increase police contacts was identified in the 2006 questionnaire. Police
officers do come along to occasional Parish Council meetings. If the police presence
was included on the Agenda, I would attend.
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Question 49
The need to increase circulation of urgent ‘Neighbourhood Watch’ data was identified
in the 2006 questionnaire. This is important to me.
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Question 49 – Comments
Safety for our homes and families
Use email for quick transfer of information
Increased car crime in village!
No notification at all of recent break-ins resulting in theft of 2 cars see No.45. Should be on
website/emails
NY police ringmaster recipients
Already on NYP 'Ringmaster'
Crime reduction + resident’s safety is important to us all
Adequately covered on website and notice board

Question 50
Mobile phones. If you have a problem with reception within the Parish, please state
exactly where.
My home (downstairs only) (Orange)
At home - 38 Cooper Lane
Most areas
Cooper Lane
Cooper Lane
23 Cooper Lane
23 Cooper Lane
Poor reception at home (Vodafone)
Mainly at front of house (Cooper Lane)
Throughout the village O2
Between Potto + Hutton Rudby (Potto Grange area)
No problem
Nowhere, Vodafone gets signal
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Goulton Lane
Cooper Lane, Dog and Gun end
Home
At home (Cooper Lane) + Butcher Lane + also Black Horse Lane
22 Cooper Lane
Cooper Lane
Can't get reception anywhere in Potto
31 Cooper lane
Yes Cooper Lane
All of lower part of Cooper Lane
Cooper Lane
25 Cooper Lane (and 100m either way!)
Cooper Lane
At home 37 Cooper Lane
Reception OK here
Cooper Lane / Goulton Lane
Cooper Lane / Goulton Lane
Cooper Lane/Goulton Lane
Thornhill Farm
Not noticed
O2 network - Potto Hall
Signal lost in certain parts of the home
East wing/West wing (10ft!)
Holmewood bottom Cooper Lane
Bottom of Cooper Lane. Another BENEFIT of living in Potto
We have no reception at 50 Cooper Close
50 Cooper Lane (home!)
At home, 58 Cooper Lane
43 Cooper Lane
43 Cooper Lane
Bottom of Cooper Lane
The bottom of Cooper lane. Vodafone
Bottom of Cooper Lane
62 Cooper lane
56 Cooper Lane
56 Cooper Lane
Bottom of Cooper Lane
Bottom of Cooper Lane
Bottom of Cooper Lane
47 Cooper Lane
Virtually no signal throughout village (O2)
Bottom of Cooper Lane
Poor reception at home (68 Cooper Lane)
At home - Loop Road
Loop road
Gold Gate Lane
Vodafone works fine
Yes, most places, but specifically home - Cooper Lane
I do not have a mobile phone
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Reception does vary with the position in the village but also has a lot to do with the provider. O2 is hopeless in
the village
O2 is hopeless in the village
Cooper Close
Cooper Close
Cooper Close, Cooper Lane
From our house in Cooper Close
This depends on your service provider
No reception in Cooper Close
Cooper Close etc
Cooper Close
Cooper Close
Cooper Lane and Cooper Close
In my house a garden
All over!
Cooper Close
My house! I don't get reception until A172/Hutton Rudby
O2 reception is poor

Question 51
‘Neighbourhood Watch’ schemes work best when the co-ordinators have a number
of wardens who feed information back to them. I would be interested in finding out
more about this role.
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Question 51 – Comments
Reference??
Would suit retired people who are at home most often
Would like information about what they would do
Would need to know more
Living outside the village security issues tend to be more immediate. We contact the police direct (usually
good response)
Surely we should do all this
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Notes.

Further copies of this document can be downloaded from www.potto.org.uk
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